Do you consider yourself an artist, tinkerer, or designer but struggle to find the time to work on your projects? Well, PrizeQuest is the app for you. PrizeQuest is a platform that encourages you to manage your time effectively and experiment with ideas in the spirit of friendly competition and leveling up.

**FEATURES**

1. **DAILY TASKS**
   - The daily tasks mode of PrizeQuest helps you manage your time and daily responsibilities. You can upload your schedule to the daily tasks section and earn points throughout the day as you complete your activities. Finishing a paper, meditating, and taking out the garbage are a few examples of hundreds of tasks on PrizeQuest that are assigned a point value. Earn points to level up in the game.

2. **QUEST MODE**
   - In quest mode, you can complete daily challenges and solve problems to earn points. Challenges range greatly in difficulty and get harder as you level up. Wordplay puzzles are popular.

3. **WEEKLY COMPETITIONS**
   - PrizeQuest holds competitions weekly in a variety of different subjects. You can enter songwriting, visual art, and programming competitions just to name a few. An anonymous board of PrizeQuest users are selected each week to judge the competitions. Judges rate projects based on originality, usefulness, and elegance.
4. TEAM COMPETITIONS

- To encourage collaboration and the social aspect of designing, PrizeQuest has a team feature. You can elect to join a team to experiment with ideas and tackle problems with others.

5. PRIZE MODE

- The prizes in PrizeQuest extend beyond just points. In prize mode, you can compete in company-sponsored competitions to earn cash prizes. Companies sponsor contests on PrizeQuest to crowdsource ideas for business strategies and advertising. An example of a company-sponsored event in prize mode is a logo design contest.

HOW TO GET STARTED:

1. PrizeQuest is available for free in the App Store today.
2. Use the code “THINK66” to get a 50 point bonus and preferred entry into your first weekly design competition.
3. Have fun!